This brochure should not be solely relied upon when purchasing coverage. Please refer to the Theft Protection Program agreement for specific coverage details. Changes may have been made to the Theft Protection Program since the printing of this brochure. All transactions related to the Theft Protection Program are governed solely by the provisions of the program agreement.
Safe-Guard’s Anti-Theft System combines traceable technology with ultraviolet identification to ensure product security.

Protect yourself and your assets.

Think this can’t happen to you? Think again. Anti-Theft Protection prevents your motorcycle/powersport from becoming a commodity on the black market.

Safe-Parts provides peace of mind.

Theft deterrent system.
Each unit is marked with permanent, traceable identification codes. Thieves can’t sell these parts on the black market, so they move on to the next target.

Theft recovery system.
Identification numbers are registered in a database accessible by law enforcement officers. These numbers identify the owner so law enforcement can return the vehicle as quickly as possible if recovered.

Replacement benefit – up to $5,000!
If your motorcycle, dirt bike, trike, scooter, ATV, snowmobile, jet ski or boat is stolen and not recovered, a replacement benefit can help with deductibles, down payments and more.

Covers your unit for up to five full years!
Only 39 percent of stolen motorcycles are ever recovered, with many being parted out and sold on the black market.* Protect yourself and your assets with Safe-Guard’s Anti-Theft Protection.